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Do I have to submit my manuscript to Europe PubMed Central? How do I do this?
The Funding Group’s Access Policy requests that researchers funded by group members submit their final, peer-reviewed
manuscripts, which have been accepted for publication, to Europe PubMed Central. To facilitate the submission process, we have
developed Europe PMC plus. Europe PMC plus allows users to deposit and manage manuscripts. Manuscripts in a wide range of
electronic word-processing formats can be submitted. Any additional files that contain figures, tables, or supplementary information
should also be included with the manuscript. No further formatting of the manuscript is necessary beyond that required by the
journal that has accepted the article.

How does Europe PMC plus work?
Please refer to the user guide.

What version do I submit?
An electronic version of the final manuscript should be submitted to Europe PMC plus. The final manuscript is defined as the
version accepted for publication that includes all the modifications made in response to the peer review process.

What kinds of papers/publications do I submit?
Please submit peer-reviewed, original (primary) research publications that have been supported, in whole or in part, with direct
costs from the funding group. The policy applies to all research grant and career development award mechanisms, cooperative
agreements and contracts.
The policy does not apply to editorials, reviews, or conference proceedings.

If I submit my manuscript to a journal that is already participating in PubMed
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Central, do I still need to separately submit the manuscript to the Europe PMC
plus system?
A separate submission to the Europe PMC plus system is not necessary if a manuscript has been accepted by a PubMed Central
journal that permits free access in 6 months or less.

Can I still submit my paper to Europe PubMed Central if it is not in PubMed?
Europe PMC can accept material from any life sciences journal that meets submission requirements. Manuscripts without PubMed
records may be entered via Europe PMC plus in the normal way.

In what format must I submit my manuscript?
Users should submit the complete text of their manuscript(s) along with any corresponding image files, table files, and/or
supplementary materials. Europe PMC plus supports a wide variety of file types (MS Word, Word Perfect, PDF, PowerPoint, Excel,
etc.). Just as required by journals, high-resolution images should be submitted to ensure the best reproduction quality in Europe
PubMed Central. With the exception of supplementary materials, Europe PubMed Central will convert the submitted images into
standard file types.
For more information see the File Types user guide

May I submit the final published PDF version of my manuscript?
If the author wishes to submit a PDF created by the publisher to Europe PMC plus, then permission for this particular use must
have been granted to the author by the publisher.

Is this system only for primary manuscripts? What about supplemental material?
Supplemental material that has been submitted to the accepting journal in support of the manuscript will be accepted. The Europe
PMC plus system has been developed to allow users to indicate supplemental files and upload them in conjunction with other
manuscript files.

Will I have to submit my final manuscript separately to the journal and to Europe
PubMed Central?
Authors must submit manuscripts to the journal separately and independently of Europe PubMed Central and the Europe PMC
plus system.

Am I required to submit manuscripts to a particular set of journals?
No. Authors are free to publish their findings in any journal they choose. Authors can find out the publisher’s policy on open
access and self-archiving for the chosen journal by using the SHERPA/RoMEO service. This site provides summaries of
permissions that are normally given as part of each publisher's copyright transfer agreement. In addition, the funders of a research
grant may offer guidance for authors on open access publishing (e.g. Wellcome, MRC).

What is the delay period?
The delay period is the interval between a manuscript's final publication date and when the author-supplied version will appear
publicly in Europe PubMed Central. The delay period is determined and registered in the Europe PMC plus system by the
manuscript's Principal Investigator. We strongly encourage authors to post for public accessibility as soon as possible (and within
six months of the publisher's official date of final publication). We expect that only in limited cases will authors deem it necessary
to select the longest delay period.

What is the language of the submission statement that I must agree to?
Following is the Submission Statement which must be approved by the Principal Investigator after a manuscript has been
submitted:
I hereby submit an electronic version of my final manuscript that is the result of research supported, in whole or in part by a
member of the Europe PMC funding group.
This manuscript has been accepted for publication in <journal> and includes all modifications resulting from the peer review
process. The manuscript contains confidential information and I request that it not be disclosed prior to the time indicated
below.
I request that this manuscript be publicly accessible through Europe PubMed Central <delay period>after the publisher's
official date of final publication and I confirm that the publisher is aware of, and has agreed to, this action.

Where will submitted manuscripts be available?
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During the submission process, a PDF Receipt that consolidates all of your manuscript files will be generated to retain and
consolidate all of your manuscript's files for review. The Europe PMC plus system allows users to track the status and progress of
manuscripts.
After the submission process, manuscripts will ultimately appear in Europe PubMed Central. Europe PubMed Central will archive
and display the manuscripts in three forms: abstract, online full-text, and PDF.

Can I submit manuscripts that were supported by grants that have now expired?
The Europe PMC plus system has been developed to allow submitters to easily identify grant numbers (both past and current).
Please contact the Europe PMC helpdesk if you require assistance or if your grant is not listed in Europe PMC plus.

Can I submit manuscripts that are supported by grants from organisations that
are not part of the Europe PMC Funding Group?
Unless the research was at least part funded by one of the Europe PMC Funding Group and grant information from one of the
funders is available, manuscripts supported by grants from other organisations cannot be accepted into Europe PMC.

Who can submit manuscripts to Europe PMC plus?
Manuscript files may be submitted to Europe PMC plus by the author, the publisher, or anyone given access to the author's files
(administrative personnel, graduate students, librarians, etc.). Approval of the PDF Receipt and web version of the manuscript
requires PI review and authorisation.
Submitters should continue to use the same login for subsequent visits to Europe PMC plus.

How can I get further help with the system?
Please refer to the Europe PMC help pages, alternatively please email the Europe PMC helpdesk or phone on +44 (0)1937
546699.
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